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CHAPTER THREE: WHAT WE PROPOSE
Introduction
This Plan for the open space and trails system
for the Town of Dewey-Humboldt consists of
four main elements:
• Trail Parks within Open Space
Trail parks provide a variety of trails,
trailheads and services within Town
controlled lands. Each Trail Park will
need to be master planned through an
extensive public involvement process to
determine the uses most desired by the
residents of Dewey-Humboldt.
• Regional Trail Connectors
These corridors provide motorized and
non-motorized connections to regional
trails and/or destinations (typically large
public lands) within the Town or at the
Town’s border. They follow existing
public road right of way (ROW) or
existing river corridors where the Town
has obtained legal access from private
landowners.
• Neighborhood Trail Routes
To provide nearby trail opportunities,
these motorized and/or non-motorized
routes occur along existing public ROW
or existing river corridors where the
Town has obtained legal access from
private landowners. Some routes may
contain more than one trail type.
• Floodplain Conservation
The Town’s river, washes, and other
watercourses are important as valuable
open space corridors and assets in
maintaining the Town’s quality of life.
This Plan recommends defining the
Town’s floodplains as areas to protect
and conserve, while at the same time,
supporting property owners that want
to keep their access to the river private.
The Plan also recommends that the Town
explore opportunities for appropriate
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access that the general public can enjoy
in the riparian environment in respectful
ways that do not adversely impact the
ecosystem.
Within these four main elements are the specific features of the Plan that correspond to
specific design standards discussed later in the
Chapter. They include:
•Trail Types:
o Regional Connector Trail
o Neighborhood Trail
o Backcountry Trail (anticipated to be
within Trail Parks)
o Accessible Trail (anticipated to be
within Trail Parks)
o OHV Trails
o Interpretive Trail (anticipated to be
within Trail Parks)
o Multi-use Path
o Bicycle Route
• Trailhead Types:
o Standard Trailhead
o Trailheads with Equestrian Facilities
or OHV Staging
o Walk-in/Ride-In Trailhead
• Grade-Separated Crossings 			
(underpasses)
• Signs

Trail Parks within Open Space
According to the General Plan, “citizens in
Dewey-Humboldt share communities that
aim at land stewardship rather than land use.
Preferences for preserving open space, a
clean environment, and historical resources are
considered more important than development
growth.” Furthermore, the General Plan notes,
“state law requires that State Trust lands cannot
be designated as open space, recreation,
conservation or agriculture unless the Town
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provides an alternative, economically-viable
designation allowing at least one residential
dwelling per acre.” The Town of DeweyHumboldt is largely defined by its dramatic
landscape. State and Federal lands exist within
and around the Town. The surrounding Federal
lands provide many benefits. The Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) and State Trust lands
within the Town can provide additional benefits
that can eventually be controlled by the Town.

A total of eight (8) Trail Parks are proposed, each
with their own special attributes. The following
provides an initial assessment of each site
highlighting key opportunities and constraints
and offering a “most suitable” list of uses. This
information provides a starting point to continue
a more in-depth site master planning process
for each Trail Park site.

In order to preserve views, wildlife habitats,
cultural/ historic sites, and drainage corridors;
and provide motorized and non-motorized
linkages and destinations within and around
the Town of Dewey-Humboldt, this Plan
recommends securing defined open space
areas within the Town boundaries and adjacent,
specifically BLM and State Trust lands, as Trail
Parks. For the purpose of BLM, trail use would
constitute the land’s “public purpose”, thereby
allowing its transition to the Town and use by
the general public under the stewardship of the
Town. The specific mix of trail types, approved
trail users and support facilities like trailheads
and picnic areas, would be expressed in a
Master Plan for each site that is developed
through a planning process with significant
public involvement and consultation with public
land managers.
As envisioned in this Plan, Trail Parks would
accommodate a variety of recreational trail
types, both motorized and non-motorized with
minimal disturbance to vegetation, wildlife, and
other natural systems. Narrow “Backcountry
Trails” would be most appropriate; however,
other trail types might also be appropriate such
as OHV, Interpretive and Accessible Trails. In
most locations, a Regional Connector Trail or
Neighborhood Trail would link to the site. A Trail
Park’s location and site features would help to
guide its most appropriate use. Each Trail Park
should not strive to provide for all users, rather,
a goal of the overall Trail Park system should
be to meet the needs of all types of trail users
from OHV riders to equestrians and those with
limited mobility.
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Figure 1
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1. Dewey-Humboldt Overlook Trail Park
The Dewey-Humboldt
Overlook Trail Park is
most suitable for picnicking
north of Henderson Road,
a small trailhead access
south
of
Henderson
Road, non-motorized use
due to close proximity to
residences, a variety of
loop trails with multiple
overlooks, and interpretive/
educational information at
the dump/mine tailings and
the wash.*

Area offers great views of the
town & east horizon

BLM = approx. 194
acres

Refer to Figure 1
for overall Trail Park Plan

Opportunities *
• Henderson Road provides excellent 		
trailhead access
• Large contiguous space allows variety of
loops and levels of challenge
• Wash with riparian habitat with interpretive
and education opportunity
• Exceptional overlook of the Town, Agua
Fria River, Iron King Mine, the Humboldt
Smelter & Stack and surrounding mountains
and countryside
• Potential public access on southern end at
Rocky Hill Road
• Five separate summits for trail overlooks
• Accessible trail near Henderson Road @
trailhead
• Existing road to the dump/tailing site could
act as a trail
• Dump/tailing site provides interpretive 		
opportunity
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• CIP identifies picnic site on north side of
Henderson Road
Constraints *
• Private residence on isolated parcel in 		
middle of site
• Some areas of steep terrain
• Dump and tailings site requires clean-up
• Existing access to dump/tailing site
may cross private property
• BLM requires biological/cultural and 		
hazardous material assessment
*Initial assessment only. Needs further evaluation
through a comprehensive study and public involvement
process.
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2. Mingus View Trail Park
The Mingus View Trail
Park is best suited for
overlooks, an Accessible
Trail and/or non-motorized
Backcountry Trails due to
proximity to residences,
small picnic area, and
Prescott National Forest
(PNF) access. *
state Trust land =
approx. 160 acres
NW corner of town

Looking northeast to Mingus
Mountains and Prescott Valley

Refer to Figure 1
for overall Trail Park Plan

Opportunities *
• Buffer to Prescott Valley future 			
development
• Good views to the Mingus Mountains/
Black Hills
• Potential accessible trail across relatively
flat ridges
• Access to two washes is interpretive and
education opportunity
• Direct link to National Forest (USFS
Trail #9419, #9419A, and Trail #43/ WAPA
transmission line access)
• Terrain (ridges and washes) allows for 		
trails to be visually unobtrusive to nearby
neighbors

Constraints *
• No existing public right of way access; 		
need to determine legal status of access
• Existing State Trust land that must be
designated as “Suitable for Conservation”
under the Arizona Preserve Initiative and
may require purchase
• Requires cooperation with the PNF for trail
connections
• In full view of nearby residences

Looking northwest to
Bradshaw Mountains

*Initial assessment only. Needs further evaluation
through a comprehensive study and public involvement
process.

Current access to national
forest
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3. Outback Trail Park
The Outback Trail Park
is suited to accommodate
large gatherings of nonmotorized events. A loop
trail up and along the ridge
features panoramic views.
Any future improvements of
the area should be mindful
and respectful of the nearby
private cemetery. *
state Trust land =
approx. 486 acres

Open grassland

Refer to Figure 1
for overall Trail Park Plan

Outback Road - public right of
way

Opportunities*
• Direct access from SR 169
• Road right of way is owned by the Town
• Large flat area for trailhead parking area
• Attractive for picnic or other passive
recreation on top of ridge w/ panoramic
views
• Level site provides for accessible path for
disabled/ elderly

Constraints*
• State Trust land may have existing lessee
• Lack of shade
• Access must be maintained to residences
at north end
• Privacy must be maintained to the private
cemetery on the ridge
• Extensive public participation needed for
development of any large facility

*Initial assessment only. Needs further evaluation
through a comprehensive study and public involvement
process.
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4. Upper Green Gulch Trail Park
The Upper Green Gulch
Trail Park is best suited
for a non-motorized (due
to proximity to residences)
loop trail through 2 riparian
areas, and for a trailhead
large enough for horse
trailers at north end.*
BLM = approx. 91
acres
View to Spud Mountain

Refer to Figure 1
for overall Trail Park Plan

Opportunities *
• Access by west Dewey-Humboldt
neighborhoods (Blue Hills Farms)
• Large flat entry area off Cranberry Road
for trailhead
• Great views of Spud Mountain and Round
Hill from a small summit within the parcel
• Access to two washes with riparian 		
vegetation
• Education and interpretive potential at 		
riparian environment
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Constraints *
• At the north end, trailhead site opposite 		
residences
• Need to determine legal status of access
• BLM requires biological, cultural and
hazardous material assessment

View to Round Hill

*Initial assessment only. Needs further evaluation
through a comprehensive study and public involvement
process.
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5. Chaparral Trail Park
The Chaparral Trail Park
is best suited for making
an important connection
between existing National
Forest trails and the
proposed Kathy Hubbard
Trail near Spud Mountain. *
(BLM = approx. 155
acres)

Refer to Figure 1
for overall Trail Park Plan

Opportunities *
• Provides access to regional trails,
including proposed Black Canyon trail spur,
National Forest trails #9419 & #9405, and
proposed Kathy Hubbard Trail
• Connects large areas of PNF and BLM 		
lands
• Access to a wash & interpretive
opportunity
• Views of Bradshaw Mountains from small
summit
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Constraints *
• No public access from within Town
• BLM requires biological, cultural and 		
hazardous material assessment

*Initial assessment only. Needs further evaluation
through a comprehensive study and public involvement
process.
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6. Spud Mountain Trail Park
The Spud Mountain
Trail Park is best suited
for a trail along Chaparral
Gulch, protection of the
viewshed of Spud Mountain
from within the Town,
connection to existing and
proposed regional trails
(Kathy Hubbard Trail, Forest
trail #9405, 4WD roads on
BLM), and developing a
Spud Mountain summit trail
all of which can use the new
Iron King Mine Trailhead. *

Spud Mountain

State trust land &
BLm

Refer to Figure 1 for overall Trail Park Plan

Opportunities *
• Protects the viewshed of Spud Mountain
from within the Town, if STL and BLM land
included
• Public access from existing Iron King Mine
trailhead on BLM land
• Iron King Mine trailhead large enough for
parking and OHV/ horse staging
• Protects approx. 1 mile section of
Chaparral Gulch
• Chaparral Gulch is a dry wash with
riparian vegetation
• Possible summit trail to top of Spud
Mountain
• Possible education and interpretive stories
about mining activities seen from the park
(Iron King Mine tailings; Humboldt Smelter
and Stack)
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Constraints *
• Combining management of State Trust
land and BLM lands as one trail park
requires mutual agency coordination
• Access to BLM parcel very limited
• State Trust land may have existing lessee
• Need to determine legal status of access
• BLM requires biological, cultural and
hazardous material assessment
*Initial assessment only. Needs further evaluation
through a comprehensive study and public involvement
process.
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7. Agua Fria River View Trail Park
The Agua Fria River View
Trail Park is best suited for
a trailhead with parking and
horse staging, protection of
the Agua Fria River riparian
corridor, protection of the
southern viewsheds of the
Town, and making regional
connections to existing and
proposed trails. *
state trust land &
BLM

View to Agua Fria River
Canyon

Refer to Figure 1
for overall Trail Park Plan

Cottonwoods at Agua Fria
River

Opportunities *
• Protects a 1 mile+ section of Agua Fria
River (canyon and riparian areas) at south
end of Town
• Protects viewshed to El Capital and other
promontories along the south edge of Town
• Provides a connection to regional trails on
BLM and State Trust lands (Black Canyon
Trail spur) and trail routes in Town
• Large enough flat terrain for parking and
OHV/ horse staging at north end

Constraints *
• Combining State Trust land and BLM lands
requires mutual agency coordination to
make this trail park meet its potential
• Rugged terrain next to the canyon makes
building a trail challenging
• Pristine backcountry is largely undisturbed;
may be important wildlife habitat
• BLM requires biological, cultural and
hazardous material assessment (NEPA)
• State Trust land may have existing lessee
• Need to determine legal status of access

*Initial assessment only. Needs further evaluation
through a comprehensive study and public involvement
process.
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8. Round Hill Trail Park

The Round Hill
Trail Park is best
suited for trail
connections as part
of Neighborhood
Trail routes, and
protection of
viewsheds (Round
Hill) and a section
of the Agua Fria
River environment.
*
BLM = approx.
600 acres &
STate trust
land = approx.
559 acres
*Initial assessment
only. Needs further
evaluation through a
comprehensive study
and public involvement
process.
View to Round Hill

Refer to Figure 1
for overall Trail Park Plan

Opportunities *
• Protects the viewshed to Round Hill and
surrounding ridges at the south and east edges
of Town
• Protects a ¼ mile section of the Agua Fria
River, riparian environment and an unnamed
wash
• Provides Neighborhood Trail route connections
from Green Valley Way, Beverly Hills Drive,
Rancho Place, Lazy River Drive, and Blue Ridge
Road
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• Largest contiguous area for a Trail Park
Constraints *
• Combining management of State Trust
land and BLM lands requires mutual agency
coordination
• Need to determine legal status of access
• State Trust land may have existing lessee
• BLM requires biological, cultural and
hazardous material assessment

Typical trail access on local road
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Regional Trail Connectors
This Plan recommends the creation of corridors
that connect to regional trails and destinations
within the Town or at the Town’s border. These
corridors provide motorized and/or nonmotorized access along existing public road
ROW, or existing river corridors where the
Town has obtained legal access from private
landowners. Where appropriate, these corridors
may also serve as Neighborhood Trail Routes;
however, it is not a requirement. The corridor
would be marked clearly by signage.
Main Street/ Lazy River Road
Regional Connector

Henderson Regional Connector
This Regional (trail) Connector links the Town of
Dewey-Humboldt to Prescott National Forest,
becoming Trail #9419. From this connection
point, trail users may access regional trails
and destinations such as Lynx Lake, and in
the future, Poland Junction, per USFS & BLM
trails.
This existing roadway corridor comprises
several existing roads located on the west
side of SR 69 that access the northwest area
of Town. The following roadways create the
Henderson Regional Connector:
Kachina
Place, South Pony Lane, Henderson Road,
and Newtown Avenue. Most of the roads are
either public right-of-way owned by the town
or on public access easements.
(See Trail
System map for alignment detail).

Main Street/Lazy River Regional
Connector
This connection corridor links the Town of
Dewey-Humboldt to BLM lands at SR 69 and
Main Street. At the Town limits, trail users can
access regional trails and destinations such as
the planned Black Canyon Trail Spur and local
natural features such as Round Hill.
This Regional (trail) Connector on the east side
of SR 69 is a combination of existing roadways
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that access the southeast side of town. The
following roadways create the Main Street/Lazy
River Regional Connector: Main Street, Phoenix
Street, Prescott Street, Lazy River Drive. (See
Trail System map for alignment detail.) Most
of the roads are public right-of-way owned by
the town; the remaining are on public access
easements.

Prescott Dells Ranch Road/ Rocky Hill
Road Regional Connector
This connection corridor connects the Town of
Dewey-Humboldt to Prescott National Forest
land from SR 69 at Prescott Dells Ranch
Road. At the Town limits, trail users can access
regional trails and destinations such as Lynx
Lake, and in the future, Poland Junction.
This existing roadway corridor comprises
several existing roads located on the west
side of SR 69 that access the northwest area
of Town. The following roadways create the
Prescott Dells Ranch Road/Rocky Hill Road
Regional Connector: Prescott Dells Ranch
Road, Rocky Hill Road, Powerline Road, and
Newtown Avenue. (See Trail System map for
alignment detail.) Most of the roads are public
right-of-way owned by the town; the remaining
are on public access easements. Rocky Hill
Road sections are very steep and require
4WD.

Neighborhood Trail Routes
The purpose of Neighborhood Trail Routes is to
identify, maintain and preserve the recreational
trail opportunities that exist today in the Town
of Dewey-Humboldt. These routes are closeto-home (or right outside the door) that the
citizens of the Town of Dewey-Humboldt use
today. Seventy-five percent (75%) of the land
within the Town is privately owned; the majority
of public property the Town owns is public rights
of way; therefore, these routes are intended as
neighborhood connections, located adjacent to
and/or on the roadway surface of public local
and collector roads.
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These roads are used today as trails, with users
traveling on the roadway surface. The low
numbers of vehicles today on the local roads,
for the most part, does not create very frequent
conflicts for trail users.

Separate trails should be built where feasible,
within public right of way to reduce conflicts
between vehicles and non-motorized trail users
such as pedestrians, hikers, and equestrians. As
the trail system develops and as use increases,
additional trail routes can be identified.

Certain roadways have more heavily traveled
sections, and should be considered the first to
be studied for a separate trail within the right
of way.

Unless there is sufficient right of way to create
a separate OHV trail, OHV access is typically
on the road surface. Particular uses on the
Neighborhood Trail Routes would be marked
clearly by signage.
The Plan identifies certain roads within the
Town that are suitable trail routes that, in some
cases, are opportunities to travel in a loop of
varying distance.

Trail System Design Guidelines
The Trail System Design Guidelines are
intended as guidelines only and identify ideal
relationships between users, adjacent uses,
properties, physical conditions, trails and other
features in order to maintain safety, respect for
neighbors and the environment.
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Figure 2
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The trail system is recommended to be shared
or multi-use. The various trail types satisfy
the particular needs for all types of users with
various skills and abilities. For non-motorized
users, emphasis is placed on trail alignments
that are separate from the roadway since trail
users are particularly sensitive to conflicts with
vehicles.
For motorized users, the road is an integral
part of their trail experience; however, some
circumstances may require a separate
offstreet facility for an OHV. The guidelines
address both of these requirements.
Trailheads accommodate all user types and
are located off roadways with public access
where users are easily, safely, and legally able
to access the trail system.
For Motorized Use:
• Access provided on ALL Town streets
(street legal with applicable permits per
state law)
• Provide separate accommodation
when on-road is not feasible
• Coordinate signage on public lands
that allow motorized trail use with
public land managers
• Provide “Rules of the Road” and
promote safety
• Promote respect for other trail users
and neighbors
• Designate certain roads as shared,
until separate trails can be built within
the right of way
For Non-motorized Use:
• Provide for hikers, walkers, runners,
equestrians, mountain bikes and other
users preferring an unpaved surface
• Provide a safe space for the
underserved trail user
• Designate certain roads as ‘shared’
routes
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• Build, where feasible, trails within the
public right of way separate from the
road
• Develop a trail system on public lands
within the Town
• Provide for road cyclists on paved
shoulders where practical (ADOT right
of way and certain paved town streets)

Guidelines for Trail Parks
Trail Parks could accommodate a variety
of recreational trail types within a defined
open space area with minimal disturbance to
vegetation, wildlife, and other natural systems.
The trails within these parks would be built with
sensitivity to the existing natural environment
and would therefore primarily be narrow
“Backcountry Trails”. However other trail types
might also be appropriate, most particularly,
Accessible Trails and Interpretive Trails.
Some Trail Parks may be most appropriate for
separate OHV Trails.
Trail Parks would typically provide some
combination of trailheads with vehicular parking
and walk-in/ride-in trailheads so access into
the Trail Park is convenient and close-by to
neighborhoods. Depending on the specific
site, Trail Parks may also provide picnicking,
restrooms and other support services for
passive recreation.
Components could be chosen from:
• Standard or Trailhead with Equestrian
Facilities or OHV Staging
• Walk-in/Ride-in Trailhead
• Looped trail systems
• Overlooks
• Accessible trails
• Accessible interpretive trail
• OHV Trails
• Backcountry Trails
• Regional Connector Trail
• Neighborhood Trail
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• Wildlife habitat preservation,
restoration, or re-creation
• Picnicking
• Special events and activities

localized and shorter distance trips, so are
narrower than Regional Connector Trails. See
the table below.

Trail Types
A variety of trail types provide for a variety
of linkages, user types and abilities for both
motorized and non-motorized users.
REGIONAL CONNECTOR TRAIL
This trail type provides non-motorized access
along existing public road ROW or existing river
corridors where the Town has obtained legal
access from private landowners. Because it is
typically longer than Neighborhood/Loop Trails
and likely would carry more users, it has the
largest width of non-motorized trail types. See
the table below.
BACKCOUNTRY TRAIL
These trails are located within preserved open
space and/or Trail Parks. They lay light on the
land with minimal disturbance, and therefore
have the narrowest width of all of the nonmotorized trail types. See the table below.

NEIGHBORHOOD TRAIL ROUTE
Neighborhood Trails are typically adjacent to
public local and collector roads within the right
of way, or along existing river corridors where
the Town has obtained legal access from
private landowners. They accommodate more
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ACCESSIBLE TRAIL

OHV TRAIL

This trail type will accommodate people with
lessened physical abilities and mobility. They
meet the Americans with Disabilities Act
requirements for accessibility which requires a
smooth and consistent surface material, widths
to accommodate wheelchairs, minimal cross
and horizontal slopes. See the table below.

Where width is available in a public ROW to
allow an OHV to travel off of the road surface,
a dedicated OHV Trail is preferred. These
trails provide direct access to areas with more
opportunities for OHV use. This trail should be
separate from any non-motorized trail that might
also follow the same road or other corridor. See
the table below.

INTERPRETIVE TRAIL

BICYCLE ROUTE

Most of the proposed Trail Parks contain
significant natural features as well as cultural
features that tell the story of Dewey-Humboldt
area from pre-history to its significant mining
history.
Interpretive Trails present this
information through signs and other displays.
They lend themselves, but are not required
to have, docents or volunteers that can guide
hikes. They can become field trip destinations
for local school children to help gain an
appreciation of the history that shaped the
region. They typically would be relatively easy
to travel with gentle slopes, ample resting spots
with benches and designed in a loop. See the
table on the following page.

The Town has limited paved streets, with
pavement often a rough ‘chip seal’ surface.
Typical road bicycles require a relatively
smooth paved surface similar to those found
on highways. Mountain bikes, and so-called
hybrid bicycles with tougher tires, would be
a more likely user group. However, certain
routes such as the Old Black Canyon Highway
(OBCH), Foothills Drive, and portions of other
streets with smoother pavement would be a
pleasurable diversion from using the shoulders
of the State highway system where traffic is
often and fast. Bicycles in general are great
ways to get around town, for short trips to local
destinations. Giving this user group room
on any roadway would help general mobility,
especially for children getting to school.
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Trail Type Guidelines Summary
Trail Type

Trail Width

Shoulder

Side Clearance

Vertical
Clearance

Turning
Radius

Surface material

Running Grade

Cross
Slope

Regional
Connector
Trail

4’-6’

Min. 2’ width each
side soft /mowed
with max. 6” ht.
herbaceous plants/
native soil

No vegetation or obstacles
within a 3’ h by 3’ w space
each side. 3’ min to signs,
benches, other vertical elements.

12’ min.

12’ min.

Compacted
native

Less than 5% = 1500’,
5-8% = 800’-1500’, 8-10% =
500’-800’, Greater than 10%
= max 5000’ length.

2-5%.
4% max.
at paved
crossing

Neigborhood
Trail

2’-4’

Min. 1’ width each
side soft /mowed
with max. 6” ht.
herbaceous plants/
native soil

No vegetation or obstacles
within a 3’ h by 3’ w space
each side. 3’ min to signs,
benches, other vertical elements.

12’ min.

5’ min.

Compacted
native

Less than 5% = 1500’,
5-8% = 800’-1500’, 8-10% =
500’-800’, Greater than 10%
= max 5000’ length.

2-5%.
4% max.
at paved
crossing

Backcountry
Trail

18”-2’

Min. 6 inches width
each side soft/
mowewith max. 6”
ht. herbaceous
plants/native soil

No vegetation or obstacles
within a 3’ h by 3’ w space
each side. 3’ min to signs,
benches, other vertical elements.

12’ min.

5’ min.

Native material

Less than 5% = 1500’,
5-8% = 800’-1500’, 8-10% =
500’-800’, Greater than 10%
= max 5000’ length.

2-5%.
4% max.
at paved
crossing

Accessible
Trail

4’ minimum

No vegetation or obstacles
within a 3’ h by 3’ w space
each side. 3’ min to signs,
benches, other vertical elements.

10’ min.

10’ min.

Stabilized
fines, concrete
or asphalt

Less than 1:12 (8%) (max.
length 30’) - railing required;
> 1:5 (20%) - no railing
required

2% max.

OHV Trail

5’-8’

Min. 2’ width each
side soft /mowed
with max. 6” ht.
herbaceous plants/
native soil

3’ min to signs, benches,
other vertical elements.

10’ min.

12’ min.

Compacted
native

Less than 5% = 1500’,
5-8% = 800’-1500’, 8-10% =
500’-800’, Greater than 10%
= max 5000’ length.

2-5%.
4% max.
at paved
crossing

Interpretive
Trail

5’-8’

Min. 1’ width each
side soft /mowed
with max. 6” ht.
herbaceous plants/
native soil; optional
4 inch bumper guard

No vegetation or obstacles
within a 3’ h by 3’ w space
each side. 3’ min to signs,
benches, other vertical elements.

10’ min.

5’ min.

Stabilize fines,
concrete or
asphalt

Less than 1:12 (8%) (max.
length 30’) - railing required;
> 1:5 (20%) - no railing
required

2% max.

Bicycle Route

Paved
shoulder

5’ min.

See ADOT Bike & Pedestrian
Plan

10’ min.

5’ min.

Concrete or
asphalt

See ADOT Bike & Pedestrian
Plan

2% max.

Multi-Use
Path (NOT
SHOWN)

10’-12’

Min. 2’ soft/mowed
each side

3’ min to signs, benches,
other vertical elements. 10’ to
new thorny plants.

10’ min.

Base upon
20 mph
design
speed

Concrete or
asphalt

6% up to 800’ length, 7% up
to 400’, 8% up to 300’, 9% up
to 200’, 10% up to 100’, 11%
& + up to 50’

2% max.
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Min. 1’ width each
side soft /mowed
with max. 6” ht.
6’ preferred
herbaceous plants/
native soil; optional
4 inch bumper guard
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Trailhead Types
Trailheads are important for trail users not only
to access and identify trail locations, but also
to stage or “set-up” for use. Trailheads always
provide non-vehicular access to local or regional open space trail systems and some trailheads provide areas for parking, staging horse
trailers, and OHV unloading.
STANDARD TRAILHEAD
Standard Trailheads provide trail users with a
vehicular entry point to the Trail Parks from a
public road. Standard Trailheads vary in size
and may accommodate as few as two vehicles
to as many as the surrounding context allows
and is desired by the Town.
Features include:
• Signs with trail maps
• Signed information and regulations
• Clear entry/markers or signs
• Parking with dust control measures in
place
• Bike racks
• Seating/benches (Optional)
• Trees and/or Shade Ramadas with picnic
table/s (Optional)
• Entry gates and treadle (Optional)
• Restrooms (Optional)
TRAILHEADS WITH EQUESTRIAN
FACILITIES OR OHV STAGING
Trailheads with Equestrian Facilities or OHV
Staging provide the same amenities as Standard
Trailheads with the addition of accommodating
horses and/or parking for at least one trailer if
not many. Therefore site selection becomes
an important consideration. Gentle slopes (1
to 3 percent), good soil conditions for water
percolation, existing vegetative shade, existing
clearings of vegetation, and size are high
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priorities when creating a staging location for
activities involving trailers.
• Signs with trail maps
• Signed information and regulations
• Clear entry/markers or signs
• Parking for vehicles and horse or OHV 		
trailers with dust control measures in 		
place
• ¼” minus decomposed granite surface for
equestrian parking and off-loading 		
areas
• Pull-through, circular roadway and parking
stalls
• Bike racks
• Trees and/or Shade ramadas with picnic
table/s(Optional)
• Hitch rails
• Mounting platform (Optional)
• Restrooms (Optional)
• Separation of equestrians or OHV users
from other users in parking and trail 		
access
• Perimeter fencing and self-closing gates
and treadle at pedestrian and trail 			
entrances near streets where 			
equestrians are accommodated
• OHV staging located in the least 			
environmentally sensitive location that 		
provides direct and reasonably easy 		
access to OHV Trails
WALK-IN/RIDE-IN TRAILHEAD
This smallest type of trailhead provides trail
users with a non-automobile entry point to the
Trail Parks from the surrounding neighborhood
from a public road or ROW.
Features include:
• Trail maps
Signed information and regulations
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• Clear entry/markers or signs
• Shade trees (optional) Seating/benches 		
(Optional)
• Seating/benches (Optional)
All types of trailheads should include a
regulatory sign and a trailhead/map. Depending
on the connections made from a particular
trailhead, the bulletin board sign might also be
appropriate. Trailheads with vehicular entries
should also include entry monument.

Grade-separated Crossings
(underpasses)

One of the four underpasses under SR 69.
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In an effort to further decrease any potential
conflict between street traffic and trail users,
four (4) grade-separated crossings are included
in the Plan. All four are currently existing
drainage structures under SR 69. Whenever
possible, the improvement of these gradeseparated crossings to make them functional
for trail users, is to be coordinated with ADOT
capital improvements. Where a trail passes
under a road or railroad in a separate structure
like a culvert or a tunnel, the following standards
apply. This is a structure exclusive to path/trail
and drainage use (except emergency and
maintenance vehicles) and does not include a
roadway.
• Minimum 12-foot vertical clearance
• Minimum 12-foot width plus path or trail 		
clearance standards
• As close to perpendicular as possible to 		
minimize length
• Continuous, all day lighting
• Air/light tunnel when as long as the width
of a four-lane road
• Continuous sight line distance from 		
beginning to end
• Multi-use trail signs at both ends including
Trail Etiquette Signs
• Trail graded above the low-flow channel to

minimize maintenance and 		
maximize usability

Sign Types
Trail signs serve many purposes including
regulation,
information,
interpretation,
education, and community branding. Each Trail
Park, trail, and trailhead will require wayfinding
and information signs. It is recommended
that the Town of Dewey-Humboldt create a
sign plan for its trails and open space in order
to create an effective communication and
education program. Local examples of simple,
budget conscious signage are PNF trails and
City of Prescott bicycling trails. The following
are general recommendations for signs located
along Dewey-Humboldt’s trails and open
space:
• Control signs for vehicles shall first meet
town, state and federal requirements
•Sign locations along trails shall be setback
a minimum of 3’ and between 4’ and 		
5’-6” in height
• Signs shall be simple, clear, and contrast
letters from sign background to 			
improve readability
• Signs should be noticeable but not 		
intrusive
• Signs shall use universal national symbols
for quick comprehension and language 		
barriers
• Materials shall be vandal resistant, 		
durable, and fade resistant
• Signs should be kept to the minimum 		
necessary with regard to number and 		
content
• Provide flexibility and modularity so 		
that portions of signs can be replaced 		
or changed to accommodate changing
schedules, events, or notices• Satisfy
industry standards for directional signage
so that the three desired functions are
performed:
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1) identify a place and indicate whether it
is accessible to everyone
2) indicate warning where necessary
3) give routing information
• Fabrications, ordering and installation
procedures should be simple. They could
be done either in-house or specifications
developed to allow outside bidding.		
TRAILHEAD ENTRY SIGN
Entry monument signs are used to identify and
set the theme for each Trail Park while marking
a main entrance. The primary information
should be the name of the facility. Also consider
including the facility address and the Town logo.
A large and small entry monument standard
would allow larger and smaller sites to be
signed accordingly.
PARK REGULATIONS SIGN
These signs should incorporate the Town
logo; facility name; regulation descriptions
and ordinance number; room for additional
information and directional panels to key site
features.
TRAILHEAD/ MAP SIGN
These signs should incorporate the town logo;
facility name; a map of the area with “You Are
Here” identification (consider using aerial maps);
room for additional information; and directional
panels to key site features. In order to provide
critical information to all users, objective
information about the conditions of paths and
trails should be included either on the map or
in other formats such as brochures available
at the site. This information should document
trail name or number; permitted users; trail
length; change in elevation over the total length
and maximum elevations obtained; average
running grade and maximum grades that will
be encountered; average and maximum cross
slopes; average tread width and minimum clear
width; type of surface; and firmness, stability
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and slip resistance.
BULLETIN BOARD SIGN
This sign type should include the Town Logo;
facility name; bulletin board with space for brochures, fliers, pamphlets, small maps and temporary warnings, etc., preferable in a locations
protected from rain and direct sunlight; room for
additional information; and directional panels to
key site features.

A Park Regulatory Sign
Universal Trail Access
information (Pima
County)

SPECIAL REGULATION / INFORMATION
SIGN
This sign type would apply to very site specific
circumstances such as “No Fires”, “No Motorized
Vehicles”, “No Vehicles Beyond This Point:, or
“Private Property Beyond This Point” or unique
or special information. These signs should
include the Town logo, special issue regulations
and where appropriate, the facility name.

A special information
sign (Pinnacle Peak,
Scottsdale, AZ)

TRAIL CORRIDOR SIGN

A Trailhead/Map Sign

There are numerous sign types that should be
applied to a trail system. The basic sign component along these corridors should be a 4”x4”
square steel tube placed in a concrete footing
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A simple Trail Corridor sign

with sign panels are attached to this tube. The
sign types include:
• Single trail number/name with a directional
arrow
• Multi-trail numbers/names with at least
two directional arrows on perpendicular or
parallel panels
• Trail regulatory/approved uses with 		
graphic symbols to illustrate approved 		
or disapproved trails use such as “Hiking
and Bicycling Only” or “Equestrians Only”.
Disapproved uses are shown with slashes
through graphic symbol or use. This
information can be used with directional
arrows and placed on parallel or 			
perpendicular panel
• Small-scale trail directional with names or
graphic symbols with directional arrows to
key locations
• Trail etiquette refers to the trail user yield
triangle that is used throughout the United
States. It is typically yellow and graphically
illustrates that all uses yield to equestrians
and bicyclists yield to hikers. This should
be applied to trail sign posts at all entrances
to the trail system.

addressing known hazards. The kind of signs
being proposed for on-road use are “cautionary” yellow signs, designed to warn as well as
to guide.)
Interpretive Signs
Interpretive signs, whose purpose is to
creatively convey important information, such
as functional, historical, natural or cultural, can
be done in a variety of ways, sizes and formats.
An Interpretive Trail could use both minimal
signs and a corresponding brochure. Or the
signs can tell the story without any additional
printed material. Some examples are shown
here.

Share the Road Signs
The typical “Trail Etiquette” sign

Since some public road pavement and right of
way configurations do not currently allow for
a separate trail, this Plan recognizes that trail
users and vehicles often share the same route
on a road. Combining an equestrian, bicyclist,
OHV and/or pedestrian warning sign with a
Share the Road message alerts motorists and
others that they are sharing the road. Some
examples of these types of signs are shown
here. More information is available in the
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
(Note: Horses, bikes, street legal OHVs, and
pedestrians have a right to use the roadway.
Per ARS 28-858 and ARS 12-820.03, the
Town should put up signs reminding of drivers’ duty of care and taking responsibility for
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